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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO9951016A1] Procedure to call, in a communications network, and a general communications system where a first subscriber or user
intends to communicate with one or more subscribers or users in said system. The first subscriber or user in said system calls a second subscriber,
or user, at which the call is set up to an interface towards a second subscriber or user. The interface allows that the call is set up towards the second
subscriber or user for direct communication, or that the first subscriber or user, by means of the voice routes the call further, via an interface which
is dedicated for the second subscriber, and the to that belonging call function, to a third subscriber's, or user's, interface which is dedicated for him/
her, at which the routing is repeated an unspecified number of times, depending on which communication/information one wants. When the calling
party wants to talk with a person who belongs to the subscription in question, he/she says, for instance, "Lars Svensson" and the telephone will ring
at "Lars Svenssons". When the calling party, who might be one of Lars Svensson pupils, says "message from pupil", the to the communications
computer located speech recognition device identifies this expression and derives the message from the message device and forwards it to the
announcing machine which forwards the message to the calling party. In the cases when the calling party wants to deliver a message, to "Lars
Svensson", he says, for instance, "please deliver message from pupil" and the message is recorded according to known technology in the message
device.
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